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Introduction to Digital Communications 

With the ever growing presence of technology in our lives it’s becoming increasingly important              

for organizations and companies as well as their employees to understand and be familiar with               

the various technologies. They must also be able to utilize these platforms to their full potential                

in order to communicate their products, and/or services offering. Every day, new technologies             

are being developed and perfected for instance: the development of autonomous driving with             

Google’s self-driving car, Tesla’s Autopilot and GM Cruise’s Driverless Car. Personal profiling            

is also a new technology which examines what social media apps you visit most, your spending                

patterns, in order for organizations to adapt to your preferences. With the development of various               

new technologies, the organizational, communicational, social, economic and ethical aspects          

must be taken into account. Students have some familiarity with the new technologies but don’t               

know to which extent this impacts organizations, key audiences and society in its entirety.              

Therefore the course I would offer to the Department of Communications of the University of               

Ottawa would be “Introduction to Digital Communications”. This course would go through some             

key components in the digital transformation era that are key for organizations today such as               

social media, mobility/geolocation, augmented reality, virtual reality, artificial intelligence, facial          

recognition, and Big Data. This class would be presented as an introductory course to allow               

students to familiarize themselves with future technologies of the workplace that are constantly             

evolving and changing the way we work and communicate.  

 

The course would begin with the concept of social media and question its barriers and limits.                

This would stimulate students to think critically and to understand why there is an increasing               

need for organizations to develop a communication strategy including which social media they             

will use, how they will use it, posting content that is aligned with the value proposition of the                  

organization, and how these media can be used for promotion. Students would be able to get a                 

new understanding of how Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and many more were created and what              

their appeal is for organizational communications today. How can social media positively impact             
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an organization: public relations, promotion, advertising, sponsorships, storytelling, etc. What          

are the negative implications of social media?  

 

Once the concept of social media is covered we would introduce mobility and geolocation.              

Geolocation is the ability to geographically situate the real-life position of a person, or object.               

This new way of tracing people has started a debate about the ethical question. For example,                

with the consistent spread of the novel Covid-19 the concept of geolocation would be useful in                

being able to track the whereabouts of various people who have come back from vacation. It                

would specifically identify all the people with whom they have come into contact with. With that                

technology you could communicate directly with the affected people and provide useful            

information to protect them and the public. This would generate many ethical problems             

especially when tracking someone without their consent. But how could various governmental            

organizations implant this technology in order to benefit society? What are the social and              

economic impacts? 

 

Augmented reality would also be a concept, being computer-generated enhancements allowing a            

more meaningful interaction typically from your tablet or computer. It blends into the real world               

by virtually modifying it, for example, having 3D plans for an apartment complex. This section               

of the course would feature an in depth look at what augmented reality is, how it works, the                  

positive aspects of this new technology being an immersive communication, as well as how              

organizations can utilize this technology in order to promote their products and services. 

 

Another interesting concept that would be covered in this course would be virtual reality. Much               

like augmented reality, virtual reality uses technology with the goal of providing an enhanced              

experience. Virtual reality is different from augmented reality in its terms of use. This              

technology is a recreation of an environment or a real life situation. It’s a simulation typically                

used for gaming. This aspect becomes interesting when you factor in the various simulations that               

different organizations can offer to future professionals such as flight simulations in order to              

train pilots, or doctors and surgeons in hospitals to practice dealing with very stressful situations               
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for instance a difficult surgery. This concept asks various important questions: what are the              

communicational implications? How does this impact social interactions? What would be the            

economic impact for hospitals, for example, to using virtual reality to train its residents? What               

are the limits of virtual reality? 

 

Following the last two concepts, the next theme would be artificial intelligence. This is one of                

the most advanced technological and breakthrough technologies being developed today.          

Artificial intelligence allows machines to integrate knowledge, learn, perform diverse tasks, from            

playing chess to driving cars, and to adapt to various situations. They are also able to receive                 

high quantities of data and recognize patterns within. Artificial intelligence uses diverse            

advanced algorithms in order to integrate learning. What happens when these algorithms are             

biased? What does this mean for human jobs that can be replaced? How would organizations               

implement artificial intelligence and how would it change their workflow? Could artificial            

intelligence give us a new outlook on various problems? These are all questions that would be                

grasped in this course. 

 

To continue, the facial recognition technology, which is already used to unlock many people’s              

smartphones, will be discussed in the course by going over the pros and cons of this technology                 

and what it means for organizations. Facial recognition is used in stores, security at airports, and                

can be a factor of protection and security against harm. It has allowed people to find criminals in                  

under 24 hours and take them off the streets. This technology could mean no more badges to                 

scan inside various governmental buildings. But how could organizations use this new            

technology in order to target consumers? How does this advancement impact the social dynamic              

of society? But most importantly, what are the ethical impacts of facial recognition? 

 

The last concept seen would be that of big data. Big data is data that is extremely high in volume,                    

velocity and variety produced by various organizations, governments, social media and even            

smartphones. In organizations, this knowledge helps better target what consumers want, raises            

productivity and can help in decision-making amongst other things. The concept of big data is               
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extremely relevant today with the appearance of data mining from various organizations. This is              

the selection of pertinent information with the goal of personalizing the services offered to the               

consumer. What does this mean for private organizations? How could organizations utilize this             

data to create specific products? What would be the negative ethical aspects from the              

personalization of every product and service? What happens to private life? These are all              

questions that would be answered within this concept. 

 

To conclude, I think this course would be very valuable to the students in the communication                

program because they would learn how new technologies can at once facilitate our lives but can                

also be very intruding and dangerous. Each and every one of these technologies have been               

implanted and will become increasingly popular in the years to come. A digital communications              

course would allow students in communications to learn about, analyze and familiarize            

themselves with the various new technologies. It would also be an asset for students to be able to                  

understand the impact of the digital revolution on the organizations ways of working and              

tackling various projects and issues. The impact of this digital revolution is not just on the                

organizational and communicational aspects but they also greatly impact the economic, social            

and ethical fields. The digital revolution is a big change for many organizations who have been                

used to working independently to now have a common platform that manages every department              

and can verify information in the span of a couple seconds. It would also allow students the                 

opportunity to see the depth beyond these technologies and understand how an organization             

could use these for good such as safety, security, and entertainment, but also how damaging they                

are to one’s privacy and how they could be misused without the proper guidance. 
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